
Chapter 3420 

In a sense, George Han does not have any conflict with Tian Zhiqiang, but the relationship between the 

two There really is no such thing as a good one. 

Therefore, it is unreasonable to help George Han brag in front of his daughter-in-law. 

Secondly, Tian Zhiqiongqi is a very proud and complacent guy after all, and it is obviously a fantasy for 

this guy to bow his head to himself. 

But now, this guy suddenly said that he is his little brother, even George Han was completely 

dumbfounded. 

What’s the meaning? ! 

Does it ask for itself? 

George Han was dumbfounded, not to mention Amelia Su, she has not recovered from the gluttony of 

evil until now, and now suddenly there is another strange thing, her whole person is completely in the 

brain. in the state. 

“Tsk tsk, look at how you have never seen the world, you 

are astonished like two hundred and fifty, isn’t it that I want to be a little brother? What are you making 

a fuss about?” Qiong Qi said with disdain that he didn’t care at all. 

George Han finally reflected on it. He was angry and funny. He really wanted to reply a few words, but 

no matter what, this guy’s words made him quite face, and he didn’t do that for a while. 

“Hey, it’s too complicated, don’t say anything, I don’t welcome you?” 

“Damn, I’m an ancient beast, with a great reputation, and I have you as a younger brother, don’t say 

anything else, it’s just Lao Tzu fighting next to you, That would be a lot less trouble, why, you still don’t 

want it?” 

George Han frowned, what does this mean? Has this grandson acted a little bit? 

Amelia Su also reflected that she and George Han were fundamentally 

different . She didn’t know Tian Zhiqiang, nor did she know the story of the two of them before, but she 

was willing to treat herself simply by seeing Tian Qiqiang. Obviously, their relationship should be good. If 

Qiongqi took the initiative to surrender today, she naturally didn’t want her man to miss such treasures. 

Holding George Han’s hand in a hurry, Amelia Su hurriedly urged: “What are you still doing, hurry up and 

agree?” 

George Han smiled helplessly, glanced at Tian Qiqi, and then smiled helplessly: ” Silly girl, do you really 

believe what it says?” 

“They are ancient beasts, what kind of little rabbits and dogs do you think they are?” 

In this world, divine pets have long been classified and graded, and George Han is in nothingness. Zong 

had already learned from Qin Shuang. 



But among all the divine pets, the five tiers of purple gold, gold, red, yellow and bronze, the highest 

purple gold 

are just some strange beasts in the current world, and the difficulty of these is almost unimaginable. 

You must know that George Han and Qin Shuang were almost killed by a divine pet with a rank of 

yellow, so you can see how strong this purple-gold rank is. 

George Han has seen a lot of Zijin-level weapons, but even now, George Han has never seen anyone 

who has a Zijin-level god pet. One is that the difficulty of this level is too high, and the other is that even 

if someone can overcome these difficulties, the key may not be able to meet this level of divine favor, 

because most people at this level have their own consciousness, not only know that cultivation is 

difficult to deal with, but also Very smart, know how to hide. 

Various reasons lead to this. 

It’s already so difficult for the purple-gold level, not to mention the ancient beast-level super beasts 

such as Evil Taotie and Tian Zhiqiongqi. 

unpleasant to say 

, Although these species still belong to the ranks of beasts, they can theoretically be subdued as pets, 

but the problem is that such beasts are generally not subdued, you can not be subdued by it is not bad. 

Just like the previous Yutu clan, beasts of this level can even have human descendants of their own 

blood, or tribesmen who believe in their prestige! 

They don’t have to obey anyone at all, and some people obey them. 

Therefore, when it comes to accepting these beasts as a younger brother, George Han has never 

thought about it. Even if it is a gluttonous glutton, George Han has never regarded him as his younger 

brother. 

Amelia Su was stunned for a moment, but what she said was true. 

“Hey, I’m a goddamn ancient beast, do you really think I don’t want to lose face? I’m not joking, George 

Han, you fucking want to repay your debt?” 

Chapter 3421 

for simultaneous reading on mobile phones . George Han is educating Amelia Su when he suddenly loses 

his momentum and looks up to the sky with a puzzled expression on his face. Zhiqiongqi: “Ah?” 

“You bastard, you big brother, it’s not right or wrong to love his mother, anyway, I think I’m your 

younger brother. Of course, if you want to break your promise, you should be Lao Tzu didn’t say 

anything, and in the future, Lao Tzu will see you as a hypocrite, you are a real villain.” 

“Don’t worry, as long as Lao Tzu doesn’t die, Lao Tzu will talk about you every year, and one day, even 

those who don’t know you will be I know the true face of you George Han.” 



“Damn, are you fucking sick?” George Han was speechless, let’s not talk about how stupid this idiot’s 

way is, the key point is that he has seen other people force it. He was rushing to accept his younger 

brother, but he had never seen his grandmother kneeling and begging to be his eldest brother. 

It is outrageous for him to do such a thing! 

“ 

Also, what does this have to do with me breaking my trust?” George Han said depressedly. 

“Hmph, before saving your wife, what did we say? When the matter is completed, you promise me a 

condition, do you still recognize it?” 

George Han nodded blankly. One thing, he did not deny it. But in the next second, George Han suddenly 

reacted: “Damn, you want me to promise you, shouldn’t that be his mother?” 

“Unfortunately to tell you, yes!” 

Hearing this, Not only was George Han not angry, but he almost couldn’t help laughing. 

At the time of the transaction, George Han was actually ready for a big hemorrhage. After all, Tian 

Zhiqiong risked his life for the bargaining chips, and George Han knew that it would not be easy if he 

wanted to come. 

But human beings are not as good as heaven, and heaven is not as good as the beast in front of him. 

Who would have thought that after going around in a big circle 

, he would be his own little brother in the end! 

It’s not a requirement, is it? This is totally a blessing from heaven. 

How many people have a dream all their lives, but they dare not think about it. 

With the affirmation of Heaven’s Qiqi, Amelia Su, who had been “educated” by George Han and felt a 

little disappointed, was so happy that she almost danced on the bed, pulling George Han and hurriedly 

whispered: “Promise him, promise Him.” 

Amelia Su knew very well what it means to anyone to have a gluttonous gluttonous man and a poor boy 

from heaven. 

If it is said that the double ghost slamming on the door is already an extremely terrifying thing, then the 

presence of these two is to increase it by another ten thousand levels. Many people are afraid that just 

seeing this posture will make their legs weak on the spot. 

Who the hell is stupid enough to provoke someone with two ancient beasts as their little brothers? 

This is not too long to live, but simply too stupid to 

breathe. 

George Han was also very excited, but at this time, he had to pretend, otherwise, where would he gain 

face in front of his wife, or in front of his younger brother? 



But even George Han, who was particularly tolerant, after deliberately cleaning up his emotions, still 

couldn’t help but be ready to break his defense: “I’ll ask you one last time, are you really sure you want 

to do this?” 

“Nonsense.” Tianzhi Poverty. 

George Han really couldn’t hold it back anymore, it was like a windfall of wealth hitting his home. 

The couple glanced at each other with joy that could not be hidden in their eyes, George Han pretended 

to think for a moment, and finally nodded reluctantly: “Although I don’t know which play your kid is 

singing, but I, George Han, are absolutely sure. It’s someone who can say it and can do it.” 

“Since your request is to be my little brother, well, I’ll reluctantly agree to you.” 

Even George Han felt very dreamy 

in this forced costume. He was not a high-profile person, but at this time, he really couldn’t hold back if 

he wanted to keep a low profile. 

George Hanliang couldn’t be more happy, in fact, Tian Zhiqiong was extremely happy. 

“Okay, from today onwards, you and I are brothers. Although I don’t have a physical body for the time 

being and can’t sign a life-and-death contract, we can make a soul contract.” 

“Okay.” George Han nodded. 

This guy is afraid that he won’t admit it, and he’s worried that he won’t admit it. 

The two are already connected to each other by the power of chaos, and it is not difficult to make a 

contract with each other in the form of souls. 

Although George Han didn’t know much about this kind of contract method that few people used, after 

all, Amelia Su, who was born in a family like Fu family, knew something about this kind of method. 

Under her guidance, the contract was about to be completed. 

George Han suddenly frowned, and called a timeout in time: “Wait a minute, it’s not too damn right.” 

 


